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This paper illustrates how tongue twisters can be used as a diagnostic tool for investigating second 
language (L2) learners’ areas of difficulty in their receptive interlanguage competence and presents 
a detailed analysis of learners’ errors. The method is rather simple, rapid, and economical but at the 
same time highly effective in terms of identifying learners’ comprehension failures and figuring out 
what lies behind them. It involves three simple steps, each of which requires the learner to perform 
a separate task based on the same input given in spoken or written form. The study described in 
this paper clearly demonstrates that by conducting a comprehensive analysis of the data elicited 
through this method, it is possible to examine interlanguage and identify learners’ weaknesses on 
an individual basis or as a group. Teachers can use the information to build learning portfolios for 
individual students or groups of students in order to provide specific feedback for self-monitoring 
and improvement. The information can also help teachers keep track of their students’ interlanguage 
development and progress, define teaching goals, make plans for future lessons, evaluate the 
effectiveness of teaching, and develop study materials and classroom activities that meet the needs of 
the learners.
1. Introduction
　Tongue twisters exist in almost every language as a type of verbal play to both delight and teach. 
Even in sign language, there are equivalents of tongue twisters called finger fumblers. Despite the 
fact that tongue twisters are widely accepted as an effective strategy for teaching children enunciation 
skills (e.g. Ayom, 1987) and many teachers use tongue twisters as a fun activity to fill extra time in 
class, there has been relatively little evidence of research regarding the pedagogical and research 
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values of tongue twisters for L2 learning and teaching. A simple method is presented in this paper that 
utilizes L2 tongue twisters as a diagnostic tool to estimate learners’ receptive competence. The method 
was initially designed for learners of English as a foreign language (EFL) at undergraduate level but is 
applicable to younger or older learners of any language with slight modifications. The rationale behind 
the method comes from previous research on L2 comprehension.
2. Related research
　Many researchers have pointed out that comprehension is not a general construct that applies to 
both listening and reading or that the principles of comprehension are the same for both modalities 
(e.g. Lund 1991). Simply put, listening comprehension is making sense of spoken or acoustic input, 
while reading comprehension is making sense of written or printed input, so evidently listeners and 
readers work with fundamentally different kinds of input. Although spoken language and written 
language share essentially the same lexicon and syntax, listening and reading skills are not necessarily 
transferrable because there are fundamental differences between listening and reading. In addition, the 
two differ in the way input is taken in for processing. When we read, for example, the input is right 
in front of us and it is fixed so we can control our reading rate and even go back to it again and again. 
When we come across a word we don’t understand, we can pause, re-read and look around in the text 
for clues to decide what it means. Listening, however, requires real-time processing, which means 
we must process and perceive the input at the time it is delivered. There is no way we can re-listen 
to the same input unless it is pre-recorded or the speaker repeats the input in exactly the same way as 
he or she presented before (Buck 2001; Flowerdew, 1994). We can guess what a written text is about 
by skimming (i.e., reading only some of the words in the text) but we cannot skim acoustic signals in 
the same way as we do with printed words. Furthermore, spoken language in general is less accurate 
and less grammatical than written language. This is because we usually speak and think at the same 
time and thus we tend to pay less attention to detail and the formalities of grammar in speaking than 
in writing. It has been noted that many linguistic phenomena that occur in speech may not be found in 
written language, and vice versa, such as irregular pauses, dysfluencies, false starts, backchanneling, 
cues for backchanneling, elision, contractions, intonation, word boundaries, and punctuation marks 
(Flowerdew, 1994; Lesser, 2004; Lund, 1991; Park, 2004).
　Nevertheless, although listening and reading are two different processes, many factors are relevant 
to comprehending both spoken and written input. Song (2008) suggests that listening and reading 
can be essentially defined as “comprehension plus decoding.” Both listening and reading share 
comprehension processes in common, but they involve different decoding processes. Decoding is a 
process that entails not only breaking up the input into recognizable sounds, words and phrases but 
storing them in working memory, and linking them to one’s “information sources in comprehension” 
(Anderson & Lynch 1988, p.13), which include schematic knowledge, systematic knowledge, and 
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context knowledge. Schematic knowledge refers to background knowledge and procedural knowledge 
of how language is used. Systematic knowledge is knowledge of the language system. Context 
knowledge means knowledge of situation and co-text. In other words, just knowing a sound, a word, 
or a phrase is not enough. The listener or reader must be able to recognize it and match it with their 
linguistic knowledge, background knowledge, and cues derived from the context.
　It has also been reported that that listeners and readers have different experiences with the same 
material. For example, readers recall more ideas and details and do better at questions about details 
than listeners, whereas listeners recall more main ideas and do better at questions about main ideas 
than readers. In addition, it is indicated that cognates with different pronunciations are not as available 
for use in listening as they are in reading, and listeners can benefit greatly from multiple hearings of 
the spoken input but are frequently distracted by unfamiliar vocabulary (Cervantes & Gainer 1992; 
Lesser, 2004; Lund, 1991; Park, 2004). 
　As far as the effects of listener characteristics are concerned, a number of factors are found to 
have great impact on learners’ ability to understand what has been said. They include proficiency, 
background knowledge, working memory, meta-cognitive strategies, and anxiety. Increased 
proficiency improves the listener’s ability to correctly use bottom-up information. Background 
knowledge makes it possible for the listener to use top-down strategies to compensate for problems 
such as mishearing or encountering unfamiliar words. Working memory capacity correlates with better 
comprehension (e.g., Daneman & Merikle, 1996). The use of meta-cognitive strategies improves 
comprehension. Learners’ anxiety, however, has negative impact on comprehension (Priess & 
Wheeless, 1989). In a study comparing the effects of listening ability and language proficiency on L2 
listening comprehension, Vandergrift (2006) found that L2 proficiency plays a much larger role than 
listening comprehension ability in the first language (L1).
3. Method
　The aim of this method is to diagnose L2 learners’ areas of weaknesses in listening and reading 
comprehension and to investigate what lies behind their failures. The method involves a three-step 
procedure using L2 tongue twisters as stimulus materials. Each step requires the learner to perform a 
task based on the given input which may be in spoken or written form. The use of dictionaries is not 
permitted during the taking of any of these tasks.
Step 1/Task1　　 Dictation (i.e., transcription based on spoken input) 
Learners listen to spoken input read aloud by the teacher or
delivered through a CD player and write down what they
think they hear in the target language. 
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Step 2/Task 2　　Translation (i.e., meaning-making based on spoken input) 
Learners listen to the same spoken input as given in Task 1
and write down what they think it means.  
Step 3/Task 3　　Translation (i.e., meaning-making based on written input) 
Learners read the same input in written form and translate it
into their native language. 
The output of Task 1 is written in the L2, while those of Tasks 2 and 3 are written in the L1. For Tasks 
2 and 3, the learners are asked to provide a rough rather than literal translation of the given input. In 
order to elicit as much information from the learners as possible, the teacher can try to facilitate the 
tasks by minimizing the effects of time pressure, mnemonic load, and anxiety caused by factors related 
to the input, such as text length and speech rate. It is important that the teacher give the learners 
sufficient time to complete the tasks. The teacher can include tongue twisters of different lengths with 
varying degrees of difficulty, deliver the spoken input at a moderate speaking rate, and provide the 
input multiple times.
4. Why tongue twisters?
　In any language, tongue twisters, no matter how short they are, can be hard to say even for native 
speakers. When they are not articulated properly, they make people laugh and hence they are fun to 
use as games or group activities. As depicted in the movies My Fair Lady1 (1964) and The King’s 
Speech2 (2010), tongue twisters are sometimes used by speech-language specialists to assist those 
who have speech difficulties. Many teachers use them as a warm-up or time-filler to get their students 
speaking and laughing. In the L2 classroom, some teachers find them particularly effective as a 
pedagogical tool for raising phonological awareness and helping students practice difficult sounds in 
the target language.
　There are three main reasons why tongue twisters are considered a suitable tool for diagnosing L2 
learners’ comprehension problems. First, tongue twisters make great reading and listening materials 
because they are generally short and fun to say or read, and thus easy to recall and remember. In other 
words, they do not impose a heavy cognitive load. Second, most of the tongue twisters are just series 
of words or lighthearted phrases whose content is largely context-free and non-culture specific, and 
thus they are easy to understand. In other words, the role of schematic knowledge can be kept to a 
minimum. This is especially important for L2 learners who do not have much knowledge of the target 
culture. Third, tongue twisters generally involve repetition of similar sounds (e.g. she/sells/seashells) 
and rapid alternation of words associated with alliteration (e.g. Peter/Piper/picked), homophones (e.g. 
they’re/their/there) and rhymes (e.g. not/hot). All of these require frequent repositioning of the tongue, 
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sophisticated coordination of multiple articulators and cognitive processing all at the same time. In 
both listening and reading, tongue twisters challenge learners to differentiate between similar sounds 
or words and make sense of seemingly odd juxtapositions of words or phrases. 
　Tongue twisters have great potential for raising phonological and syntactic awareness as well as 
developing literacy skills in the target language. However, not all tongue twisters suit our purpose. 
In order to choose the most appropriate materials for this method, it is essential for the teacher to 
consider learners’ characteristics and the complexity and authenticity of the language used in the 
tongue twisters.
5. Analysis of errors
　This section presents a detailed analysis of data collected from a group of EFL learners (N = 60) 
through this method and the English tongue twisters selected for the tasks. The learners, 13 males 
and 37 females between the age of 20 and 23, were all English majors at a Japanese university. All of 
them had studied English for at least eight years. As given below, the three tongue twisters (hereby 
referred to as Inputs A, B and C) selected for this particular group consist of 20 to 28 words, or 20 to 
43 syllables. They are all made up of conjoined structures connected by the coordinating conjunction 
but (See Appendix I for more details about the stimulus materials3, Appendices 2 & 3 for task sheets).
Input A: 
A big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear bit 
the big black bug back!
Input B:  
If you understand, say "understand". If you don't understand, 
say "don't understand". But if you understand and say
"don't understand", how do I understand that you understand?
Input C:  
I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish, but if you wish the wish 
the witch wishes, I won't wish the wish you wish to wish.
　According to James (1998, p.130), learner errors4 in speech and writing, both productively and 
receptively, can be categorized into twelve types operating at the levels of substance, text, and 
discourse, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Types of learner errors (James, 1998)
A detailed analysis of the collected data indicated that the learners’ comprehension failures fall into 
three major categories, namely, misperception, mishearing and misreading. Misperceptions are errors 
in decoding in hearing. Mishearing refers to errors in understanding spoken text and misreading to 
those in understanding written text.
 
5.1 Errors in Task 1
　Here are some examples of learners’ responses to Task 1-Dictation, which was based on spoken 
input only. The lines indicate missing parts.
Task 1: Dictation (spoken input)
Target sentence (Input A): 
A big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear bit 
the big black bug back! 
#1　　A big black　　　　　  black bear but a　     　　　back
#2　　　big　　 bear bitch the　          　
Target sentences (Input B) :
If you understand, say "understand". If you don't understand, say
 "don't understand". But if you understand and say "don't understand",
how do I understand that you understand?
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#3　　If you understand say understand. If you don't understand, say don't
understand. 　          　
Target sentence (Input C) : 
I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish, but if you wish the wish 
the witch wishes, I won't wish the wish you wish to wish.
#4　　I wish 　            　
#5　　I wish to 　           　
#6　　I wished wishes wished wished wished 　        　
#7　　I wish to wish fish  　     　　　　which wish wishes.
Most of the errors found in this task represent errors of misperception. The missing parts in Examples 
#1-#7 indicate the parts where the learners failed to perceive or process. Example #1 shows that the 
definite article was misperceived as an indefinite article. Example #2 indicates difficulty in perceiving 
the indefinite article at the beginning of a sentence and consonant substitution at the perceptual level, 
i.e., replacing the voiceless alveolar stop /t/ with the voiceless palato-alveolar fricative /ʧ/, /bɪt/➙/
bɪʧ/, bit➙bitch. Example #3 suggests either that the learner failed to catch up with the speed at which 
the second sentence was delivered or that the learner had trouble processing the input. Examples #4-
#7 demonstrate that the learners had difficulty in differentiating (a) between the voiceless palato-
alveolar fricative /ʃ/ (“wish”) and the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate /ʧ/ (“which”); (b) between the 
voiced bilabial (velar) semivowel /w/ and the voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/; and (c) between the 
verb form and the noun form of the word “wish.” Example #6 represents epenthesis at the perceptual 
level, i.e., insertion of the voiceless alveolar stop /t/ after the voiceless palato-alveolar fricative /ʃ/, 
resulting in a word-final consonant cluster /ʃt/, /wɪʃ/➙/wɪʃt/, wish➙wished, and changing the tense 
the verb “wish” from present to past.
5.2  Errors in Task 3
　Below are examples of learners’ answers to Task 3–Translation, which was based solely on written 
input. Errors are underlined.
Task 3: Translation (written input)
Target sentence (Input A): 
A big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear bit 
the big black bug back! 
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#8　　大きい黒い虫が大きい熊の胸に、けど、大きい熊は大きい
    chest
黒い虫の胸の後ろ。
　　　  back of chest
#9　　大きい黒い昆虫が大きい黒いビールに入っている。でも、
     inside the beer
大きい黒いビールは大きい虫の後ろにある。
  　  beer  　　　in the back
#10  　黒くて大きな昆虫は黒くて大きなクマを噛んだが、黒くて大きな
クマは黒くて大きな昆虫の後ろ（背中）を噛んだ。
   　　  back (back of the body)
#11  　大きい黒い虫が大きい黒い熊にぶつかったが、大きい黒い熊は
    　　　hit against
大きい黒い虫の背中にぶつかった。
  　　hit the back of the body
#12  　大きい黒い虫が大きい黒いクマをかむけど、大きい黒いクマは
大きい黒い虫を後ろからかむ。
  　  from the back
#13  　大きい黒い虫が大きい黒いクマを打った、でも大きい黒いクマは
大きい黒い虫に後ろから打たれた。
   hit from the back
#14  　大きい黒い虫が大きい黒いクマをぶった！でも大きくて黒いクマは、
    　　hit/beaten/struck
大きい黒い虫にぶたれた！
  was hit/beaten/struck
#15  　黒い大きな虫が黒い大きい熊を刺す、
黒い大きな熊が黒い大きい虫に背中を刺される。
 the bear was bitten by a bug in the back of his body.
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#16  　大きい黒い鞄は大きい黒い熊より小さい。だが、大きい黒い熊は
    bag  　   smaller than
大きい黒い鞄より小さい。
smaller than the big black bag
#17  　大きい黒い昆虫　小さい　大きい黒い熊。しかし、大きい黒い熊は
     small
小さい　大きい黒い虫戻る。
  small  　　return
#18  　大きい黒いアリと大きい黒いくま、だけど、少し大きい黒いくまと
  　ant    　   a little big   
少し大きいアリがもどる。
an ant that is a little big returns 
#19  　大きい黒いくまが大きい黒いかばんをかんだ。しかし大きい
    　　 bag
黒いくまは大きい黒いかばんに背中をかまれた。
  　bitten by a big black bag in the back of its body 
#20  　大きい黒い鞄は大きな黒いクマが噛みました。しかし、大きな
    bag
黒いクマは大きい黒い鞄を噛みました。
   　　bag
#21  　大きい黒いくまが大きい黒いバッグをかんだ、しかし、大きい
    　(baggu: phonetic transliteration)
黒いくまが大きい黒いバッグをかんだが、かばんが戻ってきた。
  　　(baggu: phonetic transliteration)　the bag returned.
#22  　大きい黒いカバンと大きい黒いくま。でも、大きい黒いくまと
  　  bag
大きい黒いカバン。
  　  bag
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#23  　一匹大きい黒いハエが大きい黒いクマにぶつかったが、大きい
  　　　 fly   hit against
黒いクマも大きい黒いハエにぶつかった。
    hit by the fly
　The errors (underlined) in Examples #8-#23 indicate that many learners failed to correctly 
recognize, perceive or interpret the following forms in the three inputs:
Input A:   　bug
bear
bit back 
Input B:   　how do I understand that you understand?
Input C:   　I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish
witch
wishes
　A comparison between learners’ responses to Task 2 and those to Task 3 suggests that the learners 
worked much better with written input than with spoken input. Most of the learners failed to give a 
complete translation of the tongue twisters based on spoken input only, which clearly indicates that 
they were unable to make sense of what they thought they heard.
5.3 Examples of misperception
　Table 1 shows the most common misperceptions found in Task 1 (i.e., dictation based on spoken 
input). The word “bug,” for example, was misperceived as “buk” in Example #24 or “bag” in 
Example #25. Both errors are derived from the same target form but the kinds of problems they 
suggest are completely different. The former represents a problem with voicing (voiced velar stop
➙voiceless velar stop), whereas the latter indicates a difficulty with vowel contrast (mid vowel➙
low front vowel). Example #26 shows confusion with two diphthongs (/æɚ/➙/ɪɚ/). Misperceiving 
“bit” and “bitch,” as given in Example #27 is an example of consonant substitution (/t/➙/ʧ/) in the 
coda. Alternatively, if we assume that the coda of the target word is normally unreleased, the error 
can be considered an example of consonant paragoge (Ø➙[ʧ]) at the perceptual level. Example #28 
demonstrates a problem with manner of articulation (affricate➙fricative) in the coda. Example #29 
suggests problems with voicing (voiced➙voiceless), place of articulation (labio-velar➙labio-dental), 
and manner of articulation (semivowel➙fricative).
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5.4  Examples of mishearing
　Some typical errors of mishearing are given in Table 2. The examples were found mostly in Task 
2 (i.e., translation from L2 to L1 based on spoken input). They suggest that errors of mishearing are 
associated mainly with vocabulary and phonology. For example, the word “bug” was mistakenly 
interpreted as “ant” in Example #30 and “fly” in Example #31. The same word was often confused 
with the word “bag” as given in Example #33. One learner gave a phonetic transliteration (written 
in katakana, Example #32) of the word “bug” in two places but as “bag” in one place within the 
same task. Examples #34-37 reveal that most learners have great difficulty understanding separable 
phrasal verbs. The second half of Input A “but the big black bear bit the big black bug back” was 
misunderstood as meaning “the big black bear bit the bug in the back” (Example #34) or “the big 
black bear bit the bug and returned” (Example #37). Learners who misheard the word “bit” as “hit” 
interpreted the clause as meaning “the big black bear hit the bug from the back” (Example #35) or 
“the big black bear hit bug’s back” (Example #36). Example #38 indicates a link between Tasks 1 and 
2. The sentence “I wish to wish the wish you wish” in Input C was misperceived by one learner as “I 
wish to wish fish” in Task 1. This misperception then led to the funny translation in Task 2 私は魚に
なりたい, which means “I wish I were a fish.”
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Table 1. Errors of misperception
Example Target Form Error
Skill
Area Position Problem(s)
#24　/ɡ/ ➙ /k/ bug buk phon. coda Voicing
#25　/ʌ/ ➙ /æ/ bug bag phon. nucleus vowel contrast
#26　/æɚ/ ➙ /ɪɚ/ bear beer phon. nucleus vowel contrast
#27　/t/ ➙ /ʧ/ bit bitch phon. coda consonant contrast
consonant paragoge
　　  Ø ➙ [ʧ] witch wish phon. coda manner of articulation
#28　/ʧ / ➙ /ʃ / wish fish phon. onset voicing
#29　/w/ ➙ /f/ place of articulation
manner of articulation 
5.5  Examples of misreading
　The examples in Table 3 were found in Task 3 (i.e., translation from L2 to L1 based on written 
input). They indicate that most learners had problems with vocabulary and syntax. Example #39 
shows that the learner may have confused the spelling of the word “bug” with that of “bag” and thus 
misread the former as the latter. Examples #40-#46 suggest that the learners had trouble deciding 
which one of the multiple meanings of the words “bit” and “back” fit the context. Examples #47-#50 
represent a failure to understand that-clauses and wh-clauses with relative pronoun deletion. As shown 
in Example #49, many learners misread the clause “if you wish the wish the witch wishes” as もしあ
なたが魔女に願えば, which means “if you make a wish to the witch.”
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Table 2. Errors of mishearing
Example
Target form 
(　) indicates correct translation in 
Japanese
Dictation ➙ Translation error
(　) indicates meaning in English
Skill area
#30  bug（虫） アリ vocab.
（ant）
#31  bug（虫） ハエ vocab.
（fly）
#32  bug（虫） バッグ phon.
(?) phonetic transliteration
#33  bug（虫） 鞄 vocab.
（bag）
#34  bit … back（噛み返した） 後ろにある vocab.
（in the back）
#35  bit … back（噛み返した） 後ろから打たれた vocab.
（hit/beaten/struck from theback）
#36  bit … back（噛み返した） 背中にぶつかった vocab.
（hit the back of the body）
#37  bit … back（噛み返した） 噛んで戻った phon. 
（bit and returned）
#38  I wish to wish the wish you wish I wish to wish fish vocab.
（私はあなたの望みを望みたい） 私は魚になりたい syn.
6. Concluding remarks
　To recap, this paper has demonstrated that tongue twisters have important values for L2 teaching 
and learning. The examples given above clearly indicate that the learners’ errors were primarily 
caused by poor L2 vocabulary, inadequate knowledge of L2 syntax and phonology, and an inability to 
recognize or differentiate between similar sounds in both listening and reading. In addition, the data 
analysis suggests that many of the errors the learners made in Tasks 1 and 2 cannot be self-corrected 
simply with the help of written input, as given in Task 3. 
　It is also shown that as a data-elicitation technique, this method has several advantages: It does not 
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Table 3. Errors of misreading
Example
Target form 
(　) indicates correct Japanese 
translation
Translation error
(　) indicates meaning in English
Skill 
area(s)
#39  bug ( 虫 ) 鞄 spell.
(bag)
#40 bit ( 噛んだ ) 打った、撲った、ぶつかった vocab.
(hit/struck/beat/hit against)
#41 bit ( 噛んだ ) 小さい vocab.
(small)
#42 bit ( 噛んだ ) 少し vocab.
(a little)
#43  bit … back ( 噛み返した ) 後ろにある vocab.
(in the back)
#44  bit … back ( 噛み返した ) 後ろから打たれた vocab.
(hit/beaten/struck from the back)
#45 bit … back ( 噛み返した ) 背中にぶつかった vocab
(hit the back of the bug’s body)
#46  bit … back ( 噛み返した ) 噛んで戻った vocab.
(bit and returned)





(how do I make sense of your 
understanding?)





(how do I know how much you know?)
#49  if you wish the wish the witch wishes もしあなたが魔女に願えば vocab.
（もしあなたが魔女の願いを願うならば） (if you make a wish to the witch) syn.
#50  if you wish the wish the witch wishes もしあなたが魔法を願うなら vocab. 
（もしあなたが魔女の願いを願うならば） (if you wish for magic/witchcraft) syn.
cost any money or require any high-tech expertise, and yet it allows us to collect enormous amounts 
of information from a large number of students in a relatively short period of time. With the kind of 
data gathered through this method and in-depth analysis of learners’ errors, it is possible to examine 
learners’ interlanguage and identify their areas of weaknesses. Teachers can build learning portfolios 
on an individual basis or as a group. The portfolios will allow teachers to provide learners with 
specific feedback for self-monitoring and improvement. Furthermore, teachers can use the information 
to keep track of learners’ interlanguage development and progress, define teaching goals, make plans 
for future lessons, evaluate the effectiveness of teaching, and develop study materials and classroom 
activities that address the needs of the learners.
　One way to find out whether consciousness-raising through the use of this method has any effects at 
all on the learners’ interlanguage development is to design comprehension-fostering and -monitoring 
activities for meaningful reinforcement. For example, the teacher can encourage the students to write 
their own tongue twisters based on a syntactic structure similar to that of the stimulus materials. Some 
examples (#51-#54) based on Input C are given below:
Example #51
Hints: We/they, sing a song
We sang a song but the song we sang wasn’t the song they wanted us to sing.
Example #52
Hints: They/we, dance a dance
They danced a dance but the dance they danced wasn’t the dance we 
asked them to dance.
Example #53
Hints: He/she, drink a drink 
He drank a drink but the drink he drank wasn’t the drink she offered 
him to drink.
Example #54
Hints: You/I, wish a wish
You wished a wish but the wish you wish wasn’t the same as the wish I wished.
　This paper strongly supports the importance for both teachers and learners to gain a good 
understanding of learners’ needs, preferably at the outset of each semester. Identifying the learners’ 
problems and weaknesses is just the first step. It is not sufficient just to identify the kinds of errors 
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they make. An in-depth analysis of errors is needed to find out what lies behind them, i.e., where the 
errors come from and what causes them. Put differently, it is not just how the learners fail that matters 
but also what causes their failures and what we as teachers can do to respond to their needs.
Notes
1．In My Fair Lady, Professor Henry Higgins (Rex Harrison) trains the flower girl Eliza Doolittle 
(Audrey Hepburn) to lose her Cockney accent, especially diphthongs, using the tongue twister 
“The rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain.” 
2．Speech therapist Lionel Logue (Geoffrey Rush) helps Prince Albert, later King George VI (Colin 
Firth) overcome his stuttering by making him practice the tongue twister “I am a thistle sifter. I 
have a sieve of sifted thistles and a sieve of unsifted thistles because I am a thistle sifter.”
3．The tongue twisters are available from Tongue Twisters for Pronunciation Practice http://www.
download-esl.com/tonguetwisters/easy/easy tongue.html. The collection consists of 29 English 
tongue twisters that are considered especially helpful to English language learners. They are 
further divided into three groups according to level of difficulty: easy, medium and difficult. 
No explanation is provided with regard to the criteria of selection or what each level entails. 
Compared with the “medium” and “difficult” ones, the “easy” ones obviously have fewer words, 
more basic vocabulary, and a simpler syntactic structure. 
4．According to the seminal paper by S. P. Corder (1969), mistakes are defined as “errors of 
performance” while the term “errors” is used to refer to the “systematic errors of the learner from 
which we can reconstruct his knowledge of the language to date, i.e. his transitional competence 
(p.167). Mistakes, if they are pointed out to the learners, can be easily corrected, whereas errors 
require further relevant learning to take place before they can be self-corrected.
Useful links for English tongue twisters
BBC British Council Teaching English: Tongue twisters (7 items)
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/try/resources/audio-bank/tongue twisters
BBC British Council Teaching English: The tongue twister game
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/activities/tongue-twister-game
English Tongue Twisters 1st International Collection of Tongue Twisters (549 items)
http://www.uebersetzung.at/twister/en.htm  
Tongue Twisters for Pronunciation Practice+ Free Mp3 Downloads (29 items)
http://www.download-esl.com/tonguetwisters/easy/easytongue.html 
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Appendix I
Stimulus Materials for Tasks 1-3
Input A
A big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear 
bit the big black bug back! 
Level of difficulty: Easy
Number of words: 20 (all monosyllabic)
Number of syllables: 20
Sentence structure: [NP VP] Conj [NP VP]
This tongue twister contains two independent clauses linked by the conditional but, which serves 
the function of drawing the reader’s (or listener’s) attention to the dramatic transformation of the big 
black bear from victim to victor. The devices used in this tongue twisters include alliteration (big, 
black, bug, bit, bear, but, back), reiteration (big x 4, black x 4, bug x 2, bit x 2, bear x 2, the x 3), and 
minimal pairs (big/bug, black/back, bit/but).
Input B
If you understand, say "understand". If you don't understand, 
say "don't understand". But if you understand and say 
"don't understand", how do I understand that you understand?
Level of difficulty: Medium 
Number of words: 27 (each containing 1-3 syllables)
Number of syllables: 43 
Sentence structure: [If-clause VP] 
[If-clause VP]
Conj [If-clause S] 
This tongue twister comprises three if-clauses. The first two sentences are highly symmetrical in that 
they contain identical words and have parallel syntactic structure with one being affirmative and the 
other negative. The third sentence begins with the conjunction “but,” immediately followed by an if-
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clause, which in turns is followed by a wh-question in which a that-clause is embedded. The most 
prominent characteristic of this tongue twister is the use of reiteration (if x 3, you x 4, understand x 8, 
say x 3, don’t x 3).
Input C
I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish, but if you wish the wish 
the witch wishes, I won't wish the wish you wish to wish.
Level of difficulty: Difficult 
Number of words: 28 (each containing 1-2 syllables)
Number of syllables: 29
Sentence structure: [NP VP (Relative clause)] Conj [if-clause (Relative clause) S]
This tongue twister consists of two structures connected by the conjunction but. In the first structure, 
a noun phrase (I) is followed by a verb phrase which contains a verb (wish), a prepositional phrase (to 
wish), and a noun phrase (the wish) attached by a bound relative clause ((that) you wish to wish). The 
second structure begins with a conditional with the conditional modifier if, followed by a noun phrase 
(you), a verb phrase which contains a verb (wish) and a donated noun phrase (the wish) attached by 
a bound relative clause ((that) the witch wishes to wish), and a clause which differs from the first 
structure only by one word (Ø➙won’t). Three devices are used in this tongue twister: alliteration (wish 






Tasks 1 & 2 
What did I say? 
First, write down every word you hear. 

































This is what I said. 
Can you translate these sentences into your own language? 
 
1. A big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear bit the 








2. If you understand, say "understand". If you don't understand, say 
"don't understand". But if you understand and say "don't 








3. I wish to wish the wish you wish to wish, but if you wish the wish the 
witch wishes, I won't wish the wish you wish to wish. 
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